


Every tense has a passive form.

The Passive is formed by  

TO BE +  PAST PARTIC.



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants _______ for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets___________ for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium_______ at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The European Cup___ (never) by a French team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal____ in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the national anthem _______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT           I had run It was the first time that the mile__in less than 4 minutes.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics__________ here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets___________ for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium_______ at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The European Cup___ (never) by a French team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal____ in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the national anthem _______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT           I had run It was the first time that the mile__in less than 4 minutes.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics__________ here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium_______ at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The European Cup___ (never) by a French team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal____ in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the national anthem _______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT           I had run It was the first time that the mile__in less than 4 minutes.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics__________ here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium  is being built at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The European Cup___ (never) by a French team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal____ in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the national anthem _______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT           I had run It was the first time that the mile__in less than 4 minutes.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics__________ here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium  is being built at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The E. Cup has never been won by a F. team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal____ in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the national anthem _______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT           I had run It was the first time that the mile__in less than 4 minutes.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics__________ here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium  is being built at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The E. Cup has never been won by a F. team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal was scored in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the national anthem _______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT           I had run It was the first time that the mile__in less than 4 minutes.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics__________ here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium  is being built at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The E. Cup has never been won by a F. team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal was scored in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the nat. anthem was being played
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT           I had run It was the first time that the mile__in less than 4 min.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics__________ here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium  is being built at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The E. Cup has never been won by a F. team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal was scored in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the nat. anthem was being played
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT  I had run   It was the first time that the mile had been run in less than 4 min.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics__________ here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium  is being built at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The E. Cup has never been won by a F. team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal was scored in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the nat. anthem was being played
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT  I had run   It was the first time that the mile had been run in less than 4 min.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics will be held here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you _________.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium  is being built at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The E. Cup has never been won by a F. team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal was scored in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the nat. anthem was being played
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT  I had run   It was the first time that the mile had been run in less than 4 min.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics will be held here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you would be killed
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND.       I would have beaten      If she had attacked more, she ______.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INFINITIVE to pick He wants to be picked for the team
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRESENT SIMPLE        I wear Helmets are worn for protection
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. CONTINUOUS   I am building   A new stadium  is being built at the moment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRES. PERFECT I have won The E. Cup has never been won by a F. team.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST SIMPLE I scored The goal was scored in the last minute.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST CONTINUOUS    I was playing    I arrived while the nat. anthem was being played
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PAST PERFECT  I had run   It was the first time that the mile had been run in less than 4 min.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUTURE SIMPLE         I will hold The 2012 Olympics will be held here.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONAL I would kill If you went on that ski jump, you would be killed
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PERFECT COND. I would have beaten/If she had attacked more, she’d have been beaten
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MODALS should write      The songs ______________by Madonna
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MODALS should write      The songs should be written by Madonna
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MODAL PERFECT       must have written    The songs ______________ by Madonna



TENSE ACTIVE PASSIVE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MODALS should write      The songs should be written by Madonna
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MODAL PERFECT       must have written The songs must have been written by Madonna
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



1) The words ………………… by the teacher today. (to explain -
Simple Present)

2) We  ………………a letter the day before yesterday. (to send - Simple 
Past)

3) This car ……………………… . It's too old. (not/to steal - will-future)
4) This street ………………….. because of snow. (already/to close -

Present Perfect)
5) A new restaurant…………………  next week. (to open - will-future)
6) He  ……………..to the party yesterday. (to invite - Simple Past)
7) The blue box ……………………….. . (can/not/to see - Simple 

Present)
8) I  …………………..the book by my friend last Sunday. (to give -

Simple Past)
9) The dishes …………………….. by my little brother. (not/to wash -

Present Perfect)
10) I  …………………………..by Robert. (not/to ask - will-future)



KEY
1) The words are explained by the teacher today.  
2) We were sent a letter the day before yesterday.  
3) This car will not be stolen. It's too old.  
4) This street has already been closed because of snow.  
5) A new restaurant will be opened next week.  
6) He was invited to the party yesterday.  
7) The blue box cannot be seen.  
8) I was given the book by my friend last Sunday.  
9) The dishes have not been washed by my little brother.  

10) I will not be asked by Robert.



ACTIVE / PASSIVE

A thief stole  my wallet
subject               direct comp.      

My wallet was stolen by a thief
Subject                          agent comp.

But in sentences with two objects, in English we have two passive ones:

The man gives   the key to the porter The man gives  the key to the porter
subject                      direct comp.    indirect comp.             subject                 direct comp.    indirect comp.

a/ The key is given to the porter by the man b/ The porter is given the key by the man*
subject                             indirect c.     agent comp.             subject                            direct c.     agent c.

* This is impossible in Spanish, because passive sentences cannot have a direct complement.





CHANGE FROM ACTIVE TO PASSIVE AS MANY SENTENCES AS YOU CAN

The teacher is explaining the lesson to the students

The lesson is being explained to the students by the teacher

The students are being explained the lesson by the teacher

Will my father buy her a present?

Will a present be bought to her by my father?

Will she be bought a present by my father?

The singer hasn’t to sign a lot of cds to many fans

A lot of cds haven’t  to be signed to many fans by the singer

Many fans haven’t to be signed a lot of cds by the singer



We use the passive form more in English than in Spanish and there are many 
sentences and expressions that we cannot translate into Spanish because they are not 
grammatically possible. 

In many cases we translate using the Spanish impersonal “Se”.

a.Signs: English is spoken here > “Se habla inglés”
Mr. X is wanted > Se busca al Sr. X”

b.When the action is more important than the person who does it (journalist style):
These ships are made in Vigo

c.When the person who has done an action is perfectly known or is absolutely 
unknown:

He was arrested yesterday (obviously the police did it)
My car has been stolen (unknown agent)

If it’s necessary to express who has done the action we use “by” to introduce the:. 
agent.

This book was written by Orwell



1) PERSONAL PASSIVE

2)  IMPERSONAL PASIVE
-- It is said …
-- She is said …

3) CAUSATIVE STRUCTURE



1) Personal Passive

Active sentences:

The professor explained the students the exercise.
Indirect comp.         direct comp.

The professor explained the exercise to the students.
direct comp.           indirect comp.

Passive sentence - version 1:

The students were explained the exercise.

Passive sentence - version 2:

The exercise was explained to the students.

We don’t use by with indefinite words or pronouns or when the doer is clair. 



2) Impersonal Passive - It is said ... 
Impersonal Passive is only possible with verbs of perception (e. g. say, think, 
know).

I say …                It is said ... We often use it in news.

Active sentence:
People say (that) children are afraid of ghosts

Passive sentence - version 1: (impersonal passive)
It is said that children are afraid of ghosts.

Passive sentence - version 2: (personal passive)
Children are said to be afraid of ghosts. 

We use  simple “to infinitive” with present and future tenses (kids are afraid of ghosts)
We use  perfect “to infinitive” with past tenses:

Peope say (that)children were afraid of ghosts
Children are said to have been afraid of ghosts

Peope said (that)children were afraid of ghosts
Children were said to have been afraid of ghosts





3) Have something done / Causative structures
Look at these two examples:
My bag was stolen
I had my bag stolen.
Both sentences are passive constructions which are used because we don´t 
know the doer of the verb “steal” and because the object of the verb “steal” is 
more important to us. We use  have something done when we want to 
emphasise not only the object of the verb, but the person the object belongs to. 
These structures are very common when we know the type of person who has 
done the action (thief, hairdresser, mechanic, dentist, etc.), but the precise 
individual is unknown or irrelevant:
We use have with a noun and a past participle when you get somebody else 
to do something for you.

Subject have noun past 
participle

I have my hair cut every month

The hotel has the windows cleaned regularely 

In informal English, we can replace 'have' by 'get‘:
We're getting a new telephone system installed. 
They will be getting the system repaired as quickly as they can. 
I got the bill sent direct to the company.





Rewrite these sentences using have or get.

1. The mechanic changed the oil in my car.
I had the oil in my car changed.
2. The hairdresser cut my hair in a completely different style.
I had my hair cut in a completely new style.
3. A decorator has repainted our house.
We have had our house repainted.
4. A friend of mine, who´s an electrician, is going to repair 
my DVD player next week.
I´m going to have my DVD player repaired next week by 
a friend of mine, who´s an electrician.
5. My jacket is being cleaned at a specialist cleaner´s.
I´m having my jacket cleaned at a specialist cleaner´s.
6. The town hall has just been rebuilt for the council.
The council have/has just had the town hall rebuilt.



• * Sir Christopher Wright designed them .
• THEY…
• … WERE DESIGNED BY SIR C. W.
• *  Paloma still uses those old tools. 
• THOSE OLD TOOLS …
• … ARE STILL USED BY PALOMA .

• * Mr and Mrs Morris are still considering his ideas.
• HIS IDEAS …
• … ARE STILL BEING CONSIDERED BY MR AND MRS MORRIS .

• * A drunken driver has caused the damages.
• THE DAMAGES …
• … HAVE BEEN CAUSED BY A DRUNKEN DRIVER .

• * Has my father asked you ? 
• HAVE …
• … YOU BEEN ASKED BY MY FATHER ?

• * A strange woman was following us. 
• WE …
• … WERE BEING FOLLOWED BY A STRANGE WOMAN .


